
Edinburgh Late Victorian Stone built mansion, Encaustic & Geometric 
Restoration.
The client Gavin & Lynne Neilson had a hell of a job restoring this Edinburgh 
townhouse a Grade B listed building the floor had been covered in cement based 
levelling screed and during renovation work some brick acid had been spilt 
which etched through showing the tiled floor underneath.
The previous owners had been a Scottish bank group that had cut through in two 
areas to provide electrical ducting and central heating pipes, this had happened 
before it became a criminal offence to do such damage to listed buildings.
My guess the floor had been covered with a levelling compound and then 
carpeted.

Floor showing grey levelling compound.

The house had stood empty for a good number of years & the clients had to 
undertake a massive amount of work to bring it back to be a family home, A new 
roof, new services & a damp-proof course removal of trees which had 
encroached.
Removal of a 1960’s style canteen to name a few, the clients had removed the 
levelling compound which came up without damage to the underlying geometric 
tiled floor, the porch floor is made up of encaustic tiles as well as geometric tiles.
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GN floor showing trench infill & missing thresholds.

Close up of the damaged caused by the in-fill trench.
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this is typical damage sustained by Victorian tiled floors all over the UK in the 
scramble to provide central heating from the 1960’s onwards until people came to 
their senses then it was commonly accepted that these beautiful floor’s would be 
sacrificed to facilitate runs of copper piping, possibly in some cases the 
plumber/gas-fitter may have had some conscience and fitted the pipes in a 
manner that didn’t mean chopping the floor up! However we as a restoration co 
obviously do not see those floors.

Showing the trench nearest the porch door re-tiled.

The first important step is the removal of the concrete in-fill and as is often the 
case this is a laborious process as taking out the in-fill can cause other sections of 
the tiles to jar loose.
However we are able to limit this problem by the use of Exakt saws (a Scottish 
invention) we use these precise cutting saws with a diamond blade to remove 
damaged tiles and to cut a perimeter line around the trenched areas.
This line cuts into the screed and prevents the percussion from the hammer & 
chisel causing any tiles to jump loose.
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The original Victorian tiles are beaten into a slurry bed over a previously laid 
deeper screed which is allowed to cure slightly = still green, however this method 
and the very fine joints mean that in the past taking up even one tile carefully 
could cause clusters of tiles both near the intended tiles to be lifted and much 
further away to lift from the floor.

The use of specialised tools such as the Exakt saw have been invaluable to our 
restoration work and we would not be without them, we also use Fein Super Cut 
usually the rasp attachments = the triangular rasp & the finger rasps. We use 
some of the other diamond attachments as well and the wood cut attachments are 
handy to undercut at the bottom of architraves etc.

Another handy tool is the Arbortech chisel designed for use on wood this is a 
handy tool to get into awkward sections that a hammer & chisel can’t be swung.

This particular infill was extremely hard and burnt two diamond blades out plus 
we had to cut in tandem as the concrete had been mixed with granite chippings (a 
common addition to the screeds in parts of Scotland ) which meant the saws 
heated up quickly given the granite is only a 1.5 below diamond on the Mohs 
scale.

After the in-fill had been removed a glass fibre rich screed was used to fill to fill 
the trenches back up to a level that was low enough to use a latex self-leveller to 
provide the final base for the new & re-claimed tiles to be fitted, the final screed 
finished just below the bed of the in-situ original tiles this is to allow for a bed of 
flexible adhesive to fix the replacement tiles.

The replacement tiles came from our stock of collected tiles we also used new tiles 
obtained from Craven Dunnill the only manufacturer that produces square finish 
tiles suitable for tile restoration.

New patterns were cut for the missing threshold tiles and after all the missing or 
loose tiles were fixed replaced the whole floor was cleaned with a low 200 rpm 
scrubbing machine fitted with a black pad, the floor was cleaned 6 times with 
various cleaning fluids.
It was then sealed two days later with a sealer from British Nova.
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GN detailed encaustic porch floor prior to restoration.

GN elaborate Victorian tiled porch floor restored.
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GN side of stairs before restoration.

GN side of stairs restored.
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GN floor before restoration.

GN Floor restored.
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Gavin & Lynne Neilson



58 St Albans Road
Edinburgh 

EH9 2LX

11 December 2006

To Whom It May Concern:

I write with reference to Mr Steve Sinnott, who undertook the restoration of the 
Victorian mosaic floor tiling in our vestibule and hallway.

Mr Sinnott was recommended to us by local architectural salvage dealers and 
following telephone discussions and email communication, Mr Sinnott and his 
team came to our home in October of this year.  They undertook the digging out 
of two large concrete channels running across our hallway, levelled the floor and 
laid down matching tiles.  
The entire floor was also cleaned and later sealed.  The end result is fantastic – Mr 
Sinnott has achieved an excellent match in colour and pattern and we are 
absolutely delighted with it. 

Mr Sinnott was most reliable.  He arrived at the pre-arranged times and his 
attention to detail in carrying out the work was second to none.  We were 
particularly pleased with the renovations carried out on the threshold areas – 
being transformed from rubble which we were careful to step over, to beautiful 
patterned and even areas that we can now glide over!  Mr Sinnott used a selection 
of tiles to achieve the best match, many of which had to be hand cut to fit the 
imperial sizes of the intricate pattern.  

I have no hesitation in recommending Mr Sinnott as a superb craftsman and take 
the opportunity to thank him once again for doing such an excellent job

Yours sincerely

Lynne Neilson


